Introduction and motivation
One may claim that the exponential growth in the amount of data provides great opportunities for data mining. Reality can be different though. In many real world applications, the number of sources over which this information is fragmented grows at an even faster rate, resulting in barriers to widespread application of data mining and missed business opportunities. Let us illustrate this paradox with a motivating example from database marketing. In marketing, direct forms of communication are becoming increasingly popular. Instead of broadcasting a single message to all customers through traditional mass media such as television and print, the most promising potential customers receive personalized offers through the most appropriate channels. So it becomes more important to gather information about media consumption, attitudes, product propensity etc. at an individual level. Basic, company specific customer information resides in customer databases, but market survey data depicting a richer view of the customer are only available for a small sample or a disjoint set of reference customers. Collecting all this information for the whole customer database in a single source survey would certainly be valuable but is usually a very expensive proposition. The common alternative within business to consumer marketing is to buy syndicated socio-demographic data that have been aggregated at a geographical level. All customers living in the same geographic region, for instance in the same zip code area, receive the same characteristics. In reality, customers from the same area will behave differently. Furthermore, regional information may be absent in surveys because of privacy concerns. The zip code based data enrichment procedure provides a crude example of data fusion: the combination of information from different sources. But one needs more generalized and powerful fusion procedures that cater to any number and kind of variables. Data mining algorithms can help to carry out such generalized fusions and create rich data sets for marketing and other applications [14] .
In this paper we position data fusion as both a key enabling technology and an interesting research topic for data mining. A fair amount of work has been done on data fusion over the past 30 years, but primarily outside the knowledge discovery community. We would like to share and summarize the main approaches taken so far from a data mining perspective (section 2). A case study from database marketing serves as a clarifying example (section 3). We conclude with a discussion of some the interesting opportunities for future research (section 4).
Data Fusion
Valuable work has been done on data fusion in areas other than data mining. From the 1970s through the 1990s, the subject was quite popular and controversial, with a number of initial applications in economic statistics in the US and Germany ( [2, 4, 8, 12, 17, 18, 19] ; [15] provides an overview] and later in the field of media research in the Europe and Australia ( [3, 6] ; [1] provides an overview). It is also known as micro data set merging, statistical record linkage, multi-source imputation and ascription. Until today, data fusion is used to reduce the required number of respondents or questions in a survey. For instance, for the Belgian National Readership survey questions regarding media and questions regarding products are collected in 2 separate groups of 10,000 respondents each, and then fused into a single survey, thereby reducing costs and the required time for each respondent to complete a survey.
Data Fusion Concepts
We assume that we start from two data sets. These can be seen as two tables in a database that may refer to disjoint data sets. The data set that is to be extended is called the recipient set A and the data set from which this extra information has to come is called the donor set B. We assume that the data sets share a number of variables. These variables are called the common variables X. The data fusion procedure will add a number of variables to the recipient set. These added variables are called the fusion variables Z. Unique variables are variables that only occur in one of the two sets: Y for A and Z for B. See Figure 1 for a marketing example. In general, we will learn a model for the fusion using the donor B with the common variables X as input and the fusion variables Z as output and then apply it to the recipient A.
Core Data Fusion Algorithms
In nearly all studies, statistical matching is used as he core fusion algorithm. The statistical matching approach can be compared to k-nearest neighbor prediction with the donor as training set and the recipient as a test set. The procedure consists of two steps. First, given some element from the recipient set, the set of k best matching donor elements is selected. The matching distance is calculated over some subset of the common variables. Standard distance measures such as Euclidian distance can be used, but often more complex measures are designed to tune the fusion process. For instance, it may be desirable that men are never matched with women, to prevent that 'female' characteristics like 'pregnant last year' are predicted. In this case, the gender variable will become a so-called cell or critical variable; the match between recipient and donor must be 100% on the cell variable; otherwise they will not be matched at all. Another enhancement is called constrained matching. Experiments with statistical matching have shown that even if the donor and recipient are large samples of the same population, some donors are used more than others, which can result in a fusion that is not representative. By taking into account how many times an element of the donor set has been used when calculating the distance, we can counter this effect [13] . In the second step, the prediction for the fusion variables can be constructed using the set of found nearest neighbors, e.g. by calculating averages (numerical), modes (categorical) or distributions (categorical or numerical). A number of constraints have to be satisfied by any fusion algorithm in order to produce valid results. First, the donor must be representative for the recipient. This does not necessarily mean that the donor and recipient set need to be samples of the same population, although this would be preferable. For instance, in the case of statistical matching only the donors that were actually used need to be representative of the recipient set. For example, the recipients could be buyers of a specific product and the donor set could be very large sample of the general population. Second, the donor variables must be good predictors for the fusion variables. In addition, the Conditional Independence Assumption must be satisfied: the commons X must explain all the relations that exist between unique variables Y and Z. In other words, we assume that P(Y|X) is independent of P(Z|X). This could be measured by the partial correlation r ZY.X , however there is generally no data available on X, Y and Z to compute this. In most of our fusion projects we start with a small-scale fusion exercise to test the validity of the assumptions and to produce ballpark estimates of fusion performance.
There have been some exceptions to the standard statistical matching approach. In [2] , constrained fusion is modeled as a large-scale linear programming transportation model. The main idea was to minimize the match distance under the constraint that all donors should be used only once, given recipients and donors of equal size. Various methods derived from solutions to the well-known stable marriage problem [7] are briefly mentioned in [1] . In statistics extensive work has been done on handling missing data [9] , including likelihood based methods based on explicit models such as linear and logistic regression. Some researchers have proposed to impute values for the fusion variables using multiple models to reflect the uncertainty in the correct values to impute [18] . In [8] a statistical clustering approach to fusion is described based on mixture models and the EM algorithm.
Data Fusion Evaluation and Deployment
An important issue in data fusion is to measure the quality of the fusion; this is not a trivial problem [6] . We can distinguish between internal evaluation and external evaluation. This refers to the different stages in the data mining process. If one considers data fusion to be part of the data enrichment step and evaluates the quality of the fused data set only within this step then this is an internal evaluation. However, if the quality is measured using the results within the other steps in the data mining process, then we call this an external evaluation. Of course, in practice the external evaluation is the bottom line evaluation. Assume for instance that one wants to improve the response on mailings for a certain set of products, this being the reason why the fusion variables were added in the first place. In this case, one way to evaluate the external quality is to check whether an improved mail response prediction model can be built when fused data is included in the input. Ideally, the fusion algorithm is tuned towards the kinds of analysis that is expected to be performed on the enriched data set.
Case Study: Cross Selling Credit Cards
We assume the following (hypothetical) business case. A bank wants to learn more about its credit card customers and expand the market for this product. Unfortunately, there is no survey data available that includes credit card ownership; this variable is only known for customers in the customer base. Data fusion is used to enrich a customer database with survey data. The resulting data set serves as a starting point for further data mining.
To simulate the bank case we do not use separate donors; instead we draw a sample from an existing real world market survey and split the sample into a donor set and a recipient set. The original survey contains over one thousand variables and over 5000 possible variable values and covers a wide variety of consumer products and media. The recipient set contains 2000 records with a cell variable for gender, common variables for age, marital status, region, number of persons in the household and income. Furthermore, the recipient set contains a unique variable for credit card ownership. One of the goals is to predict this variable for future customers. The donor set contains the remaining 4880 records, with 36 variables for which we expect that there may be a relationship to the credit card ownership: general household demographics, holiday and leisure activities, financial product usage and personal attitudes. These 36 variables are either numerical or Boolean. First we discuss the specific kind of matching between the databases and then the way the matching is transformed into values of the fusion variables. The matching is done on all common variables. Given an element of the recipient set we search for elements in the donor set that are similar. Elements of the donor set need to agree on the cell variable gender. All the common variables are transformed to numerical values. Next we take as distance on the vectors of values of common variables the root mean squared differences. We select the k best matching elements from the donor. For the values of the fusion variables, we take the average of the corresponding values of the k best matching elements of the donor set.
Internal evaluation
As a baseline analysis we first compared averages for all common variables between the donor and the recipient. As could be expected from the donor and recipient sizes and the fact that the split was done randomly, there were not many significant differences between donor set and recipient set for the common variables. Within the recipient 'not married' was over represented (30.0% instead of 26.6%), 'married and living together' was under represented (56.1% versus 60.0%) and the countryside and larger families were slightly over represented.
Then we compared the average values between the values of the fusion variables and the corresponding average values in the donor. Only the averages of "Way Of Spending The Night during Summer Holiday" and "Number Of Savings Accounts" differed significantly, respectively by 2.6% and 1.5%. Compared to the differences between the common variables, which were entirely due to sampling errors, this was a good result. Next, we evaluated the preservation of relations between variables, for which we used the following measures. For each common variable, we listed the correlation with all fusion variables, both for the fused data set and for the donor. The mean difference between common-fusion correlations in the donor versus the fused data set was 0.12 ± 0.028. In other words, these correlations were well preserved. A similar procedure was carried out for correlations between the fusion variables with a similar result.
External evaluation
The external evaluation concerns the value of data fusion for further analysis. Typically only the enriched recipient database is available for this purpose. We first performed some descriptive data mining to discover relations between the target variable, credit card ownership, and the fusion variables using straightforward univariate techniques. We selected the top 10 fusion variables with the highest absolute correlations with the target (see Table 1 ). Note that this analysis was not possible before the fusion, because the credit card ownership variable was only available in the recipient. If other new variables become available for the recipient customer base in future, e.g. product ownership of some new product, their estimated relationships with the donor survey variables can directly be calculated, without the need to carry out a new survey. Next we investigated whether different predictive modeling methods would be able to exploit the added information in the fusion variables. The specific goal of the models was to predict a response score for credit card ownership for each recipient, so that they could be ranked from top prospects to suspects. We compared models trained only on values of common variables to models trained on values of common variables plus either all or a selection of correlated fusion variables. We used feed forward neural networks, linear regression, k nearest neighbor search and naive Bayes classification. We provide the details of the algorithms in Appendix A.
We report results over ten runs with train and test sets of equal size. Error criteria such as the root mean squared error (rmse) do not always suffice to evaluate a ranking task. Take for instance a situation where there are few positive cases, say people that own a credit card. A model that predicts that there is no credit card holder has a low rmse, but is useless for the ranking and the selection of prospects. In fact, one has to take the costs and gains per mail piece into account. If we do not have this information, we can consider rank based tests that measure the concordance between the ordered lists of real and predicted cardholders. We use a measure we call the c-index, which is a test related to Kendall's Tau [18] . See Appendix B for details about the c -index. The results of our experiments are in Table 2 (c=0.5 corresponds to random prediction and c =1 corresponds to perfect prediction). The results show that for the data set under consideration the models that are allowed to take the fusion variables into account outperform the models without the fusion variables. For linear regression these differences were most significant (one tailed two sample T test; the p-value intuitively relates to the probability that the improvement gained by using fusion is coincidental). In Figure 2 , the cumulative response curves are shown for the linear regression models. The elements of the recipient database that belong to the test set are ordered from high score to low score on the x-axis. The data points correspond to the actual proportion of cardholders up to that percentile. Random selection of customers results in an average proportion of 32.5% cardholders. Credit card ownership can be predicted quite well: the top 10% of cardholder prospects according to the model contains around 50-65% cardholders. The added logarithmic trend lines indicate that the models which include fusion variables are better in 'creaming the crop', i.e. selecting the top prospects.
Discussion and Future Research
Data fusion can be a valuable, practical tool. For descriptive data mining tasks, the additional fusion variables and the derived patterns may be more understandable and easier to interpret. For predictive data mining, enriching a data set using fusion may make sense, notwithstanding the fact that the fusion variables are derived from information already contained in the donor variables. In general, including derived variables can often improve prediction quality. Fusion may make it easier for algorithms such as linear regression to discover complex non-linear relations between commons and target variables by exploiting the information in the fusion variables. Of course, it is recommended to use appropriate variable selection techniques to remove the noise that is added by 'irrelevant' fusion variables and counter the 'curse of dimensionality', as demonstrated by the experiments. The fusion algorithms provide a great opportunity for further research and improvement. There is no fundamental reason why the fusion algorithm should be based on k-nearest neighbor prediction instead of clustering methods, decision trees, regression, the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm or other data mining algorithms. It is to be expected that future applications will require massive scalability. For instance, in the past the focus on fusion for marketing was on fusing surveys with each other, each containing up to tens of thousands of respondents. There exists an important future opportunity to start fusing such surveys with customer databases containing millions of customers. It goes without saying that evaluating the quality of data fusion is also crucial. We hope to have demonstrated that this is not straightforward and that it ultimately depends on the type of data mining that will be performed on the enriched data set. Overall, data fusion projects can be quite complex. We have started to describe the phases, steps and choices in a data fusion process model [16] , inspired by the CRISP_DM model for data mining [5] .
Conclusion
We started by discussing how the information explosion provides barriers to the application of data mining and positioned data fusion as a possible solution to the data availability problem. We presented an overview of the main approaches adopted by researchers from outside the data mining community and described a marketing case. The application of data fusion increases the value of data mining, because there is more integrated data to mine. Data mining algorithms can also be used to perform fusions. Therefore we think that data fusion is an interesting research topic for knowledge discovery and data mining research.
Appendix A: Algorithms Used in the External Evaluation
To repeat, the goal of the external evaluation was to assess the added value of the fusion variables for the prediction of credit card ownership. Whereas the core fusion was solely based on statistical matching, we used a variety of algorithms to build the prediction models for the external evaluation: feedforward neural networks, linear regression, k nearest neighbor and naive Bayes models [18] .
The feedforward neural networks had a fixed architecture of one hidden layer with 20 hidden nodes using a tanh activation function and an output layer with linear activation functions. The weights were initialized by Nguyen-Widrow initialization [9] to enforce that the active regions of the layer's neurons were distributed roughly evenly over the input space. The inputs were linearly scaled between -1 and 1. The networks were trained using scaled conjugate gradient learning [8] as provided within Matlab. The training was stopped after the error on the validation set increased during five consecutive iterations.
For the regression models we used standard least squares linear regression modeling. For the k nearest neighbor algorithm, we used the same simple approach as in the fusion procedure, so without normalization and variable weighting, with k=75. The naive Bayes algorithm is a well known algorithm based on Bayes rule, using the assumption that the input variables are mutually independent. Let D be the training set, c a binary target class variable and x an input vector to be classified. The a posteriori probability for c=1 given x can be calculated as follows:
(1)
In the last step we assume conditional independence on the variables given the class. The probabilities in the last part of formulae are then estimated from the training set D as follows. The probabilities P(c=1), P(c=0) are just the fractions of examples in the training set with class 1 and class 0, respectively. We also have to estimate P(x i | c=0) and P(x i | c=1) for each i. For these estimations we take into account whether the data is categorical or numerical.
• Categorical: we assume that each x i has a multinomial distribution within each class.
• Numerical: we assume that each x i has a normal distribution within each class. Hence, for each class and for each element of x, we estimate the parameters of the (either multinomial or normal) distribution of x i from the training set D and these we use to estimate P(x i | c=0) and P(x i | c=1) for each i.
Appendix B: c-index
The c-index is a rank based test statistic that can be used to measure how concordant two series of values are, assuming that series is real valued and the other series is binary valued. Assume that all records are sorted ascending on rank scores. Records can be positive or negative (for example, if they are credit card holders or not). We assign points to all positive records: in fact we give k-0.5 points to the k-th ranked positive record and records with equal scores share their points. These points are summed and scaled to obtain the c-index , so that an optimal predictor results in a c-index of 1and a random predictor results in a c-index of 0.5. Under these assumptions, the c-index is equivalent (but not equal) to Kendall's Tau; see [18] for details. The scaling works as follows. Assume that l is the total number of points that we have assigned, and that we have a total of n records with s positive records. 
